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Lesson Description
Utility companies play a large role in defining the renewable energy field, but you as a consumer also play a large role in both energy production and consumption. What are ways that you can reduce your energy usage every day and what impact will it make on the world? In this lesson, we will offer ways that individuals can help their communities and countries move to renewable energy sources and also look at specific measures that individuals can take to reduce their energy demand and be more efficient consumers.

Lesson Overview
1. Examine how individuals can help their communities and countries move to renewable energy.
2. Review the ways individuals can reduce their energy demand.

Discussion Questions
1. What is the relationship between distributed generation and net metering? How can distributed generation benefit a utility company? What do you think utility companies can do to make renewable energy solutions accessible to more people?
2. What appliances and electronics in your house do you think use the most energy? Which ones use the least? Discuss why you think there are differences and what you can do to help reduce the strain.
3. Besides choosing more efficient appliances and electronics, what are other ways that you can help to modify your energy demands? What role do you think individuals play in the broader picture of renewable energy?

Developmental Actions
1. Perform an eco-audit on your house to discover how much energy you’re using.
2. Identify at least three things you intend to do to reduce your energy consumption and electric bills.
3. Create a competition in your community to see who can lower their electric bills the most by using energy-saving measures.
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